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Dear Mr. Cram,
I beg to submit herewith to you, the report which you
kindly requested regarding certain oonsiderations related to Gatineau
Park.
As I say in the first lines of the report, I very highly
appreciate your kin.:drequest, but I think "that I will just repeat i:::Jmy conSiders.tions, all what has been already most pertinently discussed
by the ~Olbel1s of your Commission.
6- fll-y.

Ac:

I?~:l .

I slightly changed the ord~~ of your questions
that two of them could be in the same item.
The:ord!!rin

my answers

as I thought

is as follows

Boundaries of the Park,
Private ownership within the Park,
General conception of development end various
(combining 9: and e. of your questions)
d) General design andarohitsotural
features,
e) Service charges.

proposals

'!

~he plan is annexed

ita contents •.

to the report and illustrates

most of

"

I thought that it might be desirable to facilitate the
discussion about the possibilities
of Gatineau Park t~ recall the
various mentions made of the Park in the.g~EI~litU report on the
National Capital Pla~. Those references are ~
added in an annex
to the ritport.
With kind regards,

I am,

Very sincer~ly yours,

.,

FEDERAL

D I S T R I C T

COMMISSION

OTTAWA
1~ING

REPORT

OF

ON

OCTOBER

20th

1952

PARK

GATINEAU

Gentlemen,
Complying with the kind request of your secret~r~
I gladly submit to you a few remarks in connection with the future

development of the Park, but I really doubt that they will add much
to the already most substantial report submitted to you in May 1952
by your Gatineau Park Advisory Committee.
Since my first work for the Federal Government was initiated
in 1938, at the request of the Bight Honourable William L. Mackansie
King, Prime Minister of Canada, I had many opportunities to discuss
the wonderful possibilities of the Gatineau river and hills with
your former President, the Honourable Frederic Bronson, Mr. R.P. Sparks,
chairman of your Advisory Committee and

Mr.

Bichards,

Superintendent,

as well as with your Secretary General, Mr. H.B. Cram and your superintendent and Director of Planning, Mr. AlanHay,

that is to say, that

-your Commission does not seem to need any advice, as this important
problem is being handled by the most competent men.
I need not recall the constant and remarkable progress of
the development of Gatinaau Park since t.l3ii
start of its original
nucleus, an achievement which has been unanimously admired and given
as an exlmple of Park plaDUing and wanag~mant.

..../ ...
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The potentiality

of this magnificent F'orest-Reaervs ~t the

gate of the National Capital, needs no justification
range progrSI!Imof extensions and protection.

for

!long

Its natural struCJ:tura,

the infinite variety of its beauty and the attractive

possibilities

of such a Park" are far beyond the needs of an ordinary city park at
the service of the population of neighbouring cities. It is really
the essential feature of the wboJe ~lan of the Natjonal Capital of
Call1ilda.
Its development must be conceived for the manifold requirements of the regional population itself and also for the faat
growing number of visitors and tourists coming to the Capital from
~ll

parts of Canada and of the entire world. Not speaking of esthetics

at all, but from the only economic point of view, it represents an
asset of unlimited va Lus ,
A- -

Limits of the Park:
The present limits of the Park are almost impossible

to describe in their up to-date stage,as they constantly

move outward

with the wise policy of the F.D.C. to gradually aoquire all lands of
interest around the original nucleus.
In the last
passed from :Co/C.,

<=>

years, the area owned by the F.D.C. has

5-

to /0 do" &l~e.s, and negociations

for new acquiei-

yio'us continue at a regular pace.
The scope of the future extensions may be fmgured to
total of approximately f,re"
but may easily reach the

0

8

acres, according to the present programm ,

Ioo.ooo

figure.

The annexed plan N° 1 shows the present limits of the
desirable extensions for present needs (colour).
Your consultant. after numerous visits and inspections
throughout the Gatineau Hille, begs to suggest that the action of
F.D.C. should not be exercised only 9n areas comprised within artificial

limits which may leave/outside

of the protected area, parts of

the natural scenery which would risk to be rapidly marred or even
completely destroyed by speculation, uncontrolled. development. undesirablesubdivisions,

especially as the result of the fast-; - growing

success ef the iark.

..

.. / ...

Those parts of the surrounding country physically belong
to the whole setting, and in many points. the present limits are
merely arbitrary, breaking in the middle of a valley or of a hill.
The danger is that. when the park is adequately pl.aanad, equipped and
organized aa one of the best playgrounds of the Canadian Nation. those
abuttLcg properties

tna§1'

gain such a substantial increase of value

that they become a field for real estate operations where no control
could be exercised : it is likely that an invasion o~ summer cottages
and week-end chalets, cabins, noisy refreahment or recreation shelters,
conspicuous parking lots and publicity signs would transform a lovely
and restful scenery into a hellish disorder. This is not an exagerated
prospect, as the.,'casemay already be observed, not only on certain
parts of Maach Lake and Kingsmere regions. Such conditions appear
most conspicuously near Lake George, in New York State¥ and could be
given as a convincing illustration of that menace. It would be a great
pity indeed that directly across atYpark limits, while the greatest
care would be taken by the F.D.C. to protect:bhe araa within those
limits, a.frame of disgusting surroundings could be permitted.
We will co~ider'h:8reafter whether it would be possible to
exercise the

appropriate control on the surroundings of the Park,

not only by direct purchase which would apply to parts of the scenery
leuding themselves for park development and use, but also by rr8intaining present conditions on other lands, such as farms. pastures and
woodlands, which might have a rural value and may stay outside of the
.Parka
The various desirable revisions of the park limits should
be the following according to the plan (colour) :
a)
1i-~

In Hull, the space included between Aylmer ~ad

and

2 new drive."ways leading to Mountain Road, one on the north of

Fairy creek and one at the south of it, in the continuation of
Bou~herville Boulevard, This space directly connects with the present
proposed limits which include the ,triangle between those 2 drive-ways
and Mountain Road, with Fairy Lake in the center of the triangle •

. .. /

...

The interest of this very slight addition needs no explanation, as
it is obvious that it will have the great advantage of carrYing the
park directly~o
b)

the heart of the urban area of the Capital.

In the north of Chelsea Road, between the village of

Old Chelsea and Meach Lake t the present limit is too close to Maach
Road and three slq;ght revisions are proposed to take advantage of an
existing woodland, to extend a little further north, the protection
of the Park.
c)

In the valley of Masham,. west of Wakafield, at equal

distan~8 between Sainte Cecile and Wakefield,. theli!!'it crosses in
the middle of

a

wooded ,land which contains a small lake, and which

is very close to the northern. end of Lake Philipp, it seems to be
wise to protect this area.
d)

In the region of Lac Lapeche

present Park limit, another part

t

at the western. end of the

of Gatineau Hills should be included.

Curley Lake is comprised within this area which has no farming value
as extensively wooded and which is very close .to the beaches and the
future shore development of Lac Lapeche.
Ths various limit revisions above mentionned might be obtained either by purchase or by measures of control. for instance, by
maintaining their present use, exclusive of commercial development and
of subdivision, .except through agreement by the F..D.C. Even within the
proposed limits shown on the plan established by the F.D.C. from'mlich
I ~

the development plan herewith submdt t ed , it seems that

it might not be necessary to acquire all the acreage comprised within

those limits ,but certain parts could be ~

protected ~

with the

agreement of their owners, t~ keep them in their present state.
This remark leads naturally to the following consideration
which concerns private ownership within the Park.
B -

Private ownership within the Park;

I have read with great interest the various opinions
expressed by the members of the Advisory Committee. and my impression
is that, in spite of an apparent difference bet-ween their views, they

... / ...
\
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have a perfectly common conception of the pr~tection of the Park.
lIlliey
do not even differ so much in the ways and means to realize satisfactory measures of protection, but Ulnlyabout the opportune time of
enforcing the!Jl.
It ia true and most desirable that the amjoy~ent of a public

-

••••

I

park should not be hampered by private encroachments, and }hatthe
mate conditions of the ideal ach i avamant;

~f

ultj.-

of the park is the elimina:

all private property within its limits, but such condition is

\

undoubtedly mora essential in a park of moderate size, where the great
number of people who use,it reaches a certain point of congestion. In
a park o,~ 80.000 to 100.000 acres, the conditions are rather different.
~e

size of the free space is sufficiently abundant to reconcile the

L""~ntainance

punEc

of privately

owned grounds,

and tha

needs of free

land f-or ~

enjoyment~ We might mention al!t:fample nearParia, "le Bois de

Boulogne", where a certain number

(

of private properties are still

.existing. It is also necessa:cyto consider the existing particular
conditione of every private property and to include in the gradual
planning of improvement of those conditions, a certain element of opportunity as to the eventual elimination of objectionable constructions.
Most of the above coneiderations have already been sxpreeeed
in the memoranda submitted by Mesers.R. P.Spark,

-

J. J. Connolly,

Herbert Marshall and G. Burns. A question of the importance of~learing
from every private owned land an area of the size of Gatineau Park
~annot be solved by a drastic and immediate regulation, but only through
a,c8csful survey of the various casss, end appropriate measures.
We shall examine every typical caBe;
1° The prin~iple should be established that all lands presently acquired by the F.D.C. in Gatineau Park, should be ultimately
prohibi ted to private ownership
--~e present, exceptions to this

J

but; tijis appl(e-s
to the future, and for
r\tle

should be carefully studied.

The Park is becoming day after day more visited, more organised, and gradually looees its original appearance of a wild land
where every kind of human activity was tolerated wit~ no n9ticeable

... /

...

l'\':,)
~
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harm to public

enjoyment.

newly davelopped

This is the same story

lands.

Sonner or later

number of users

increases

and private

commoninterest.

The.

it

necessary

all

As it

to purchase

!tl.

is proposed

rights

and adequate

lands

it

they are put on the market for

sale,

to

regulations

is absolutely

to apply the desirable

might be acquired

~n

The

become objectionable

does not seem to me that
those

changer,

some memoranda of the Sub-Committee,

nximber of such properties

that

condi,tions

t .

Measures of protection

become im~erative~

in avery country,

remedy.

a certain

by mutual agreement i-f" andJ~

and if the Commission thinks

they are \vorth bying.
2.)

Other properties

conditions

that

enjoyment.

Therefore,

and. if

they may not be an eyesore

possible,

condition.

are in such locations

they

that

This applie5particularly

houses which do not look like

solution

location

except

around Philipp
Meach Lake.

families

of residents

and boat houses,

their

shabby appearance.

there

on the western

is no other
obtained
side

buildings

was tolerated

of Ottawa are enjoying

there,

must be handled with a certain

of being fully

either

of

cannot be obtained

objectionable

establishe~nt

for

wealthy people and expropriating
income, in spite

and

will

n~goi:iatio~

might be criticized

:EJ.D.G.

structures,

number of those

that

size

objectionable

such elimination

long and desirable
The fact

large

and what has. beE:n sucessfully

is obvious that

at once, as a certain
necessi~ate

of a rather

Lake , seems to be possible

It

temporarily,

shacks.

or by their

elimination,

at least

to public

they remain in the present

to lots

3~:) Speaking now of really
!!lueto their

or an obstacle

might be maintained

with an agreement,

and in such good

country

summer cottages
justified

for

suDlrilercottages

diplomacy.

ibaintainiDg

aDdithat

Otherwise,

houses of

of people

so doing for

of low
the sake,

of esthetics.
At any rate;
is the largest
dually

---

.

freed

Meach Lake, as very well

end the nearest
of all

obstacles

stated

lake to the Capital
to a fully

organized

by Mr. Sparks

a nd. must be grapub1ic',enJoymen~

... / ..

.:
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It is true that the Boad on the west shore is narrow and uneasy,
but it was never intended
.i.aone of the

for sp~d

and heavy traffic. Beside, this

vital arguments in view of tL1.epreservation of the

partioular beauty of Gatineau Park; most of the charm of the Park
is intimacy, variety, qlll:tLstnesa
and moderate proportions. The development of Gatineau Park, if it would involve the construction of
wide parkways, large parki~~ spaces, stately hotels and vast places
ghe d@struction of

of recreation for big crowds, would mean exactly

its scenery. It is on the eontir ary , by the maintainance of small
roads, the creation of well acrean.sd and small parkings~oes,
a ~eat

by

number of places for picnic, camping, outdoor games, well

adapted to the most picturesque topography, that its beauty and
usefulness will be properly enhanced.
HOWBver. the size of the Park permits to develop a central
artery, already p~annad by the F~DaC. which will be the parkway,
operation No 1 of the improvemeltltsproposed in the Sub Committee"
report. Such artery will be the feeder of most of the strategic,
points of the whole park, reasonably connected with it by service

-roads

of modsra t e size and also by a great number of pedestrian

paths and bridle paths. This considerationc: which does not exactly
concern;{ the present question about private

ownership, is neverthe-

-

less one of the reasons for the gradual elimination of the majority

,of

private properties within the Park, It will not be long before

the increase_of means of public transportation!~ will be necessary,
following the example given by Kingsmere and Wakefield bussesl moreover the Use of the railway for reaching the park will also be davelopped when t~e ihimits of the Park are extended nearer to the
Maniwaki Road, and the growing success of popular enjoymantof

the

park, will justify, and in a certain '!'WSy,help the ~l3dual elimina·1

tion of private property.

.

How long will it take ? It cannot be decidadby

a fixed po-

licy but rather more by the netural ev~lution of the character of the
Park.

c.

General conception of develQ~ment

The present development of the

!

Park is relatively li~itad,

owing to the lack of easy approach to many points of interest, owing to

... / ...

"'~
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quite insU£fi~ient equipment for places reserved to picnickers, campers
and hikers. An excellent start shows the possibilities

in the region

of Philipp Lake in spite of the distance from the Capital by the way
of Chelsea Boad.; through Wakefield and Saints CeoHe

de Masham. Meach

Lake would offer greater possibilities when its western shore will be
freed of private occupation and when the road on the s8sterm shore
will be develop?ed. At botih- ends of the lake, ideal places can be
, found for tea-houses enjoy tag a magnificent view.
Harrington Lake

almost completely deprived of approaches

J

for public enjoyment, will offer the same possibilities as Meach Lake
and Philipp Lake.In the direct vicinity of the 3 lakes, elevated

points

will easily offer interesting panoramas,through the elimination of a
few trees. The same remark can be made about the possibility of developi:cg outlooks on the ridge of the hills, facing the valley of the
Ottawa River. The first one win

be the Memorial Terra(jl-el
at the ex-

treme south of the Hill, between Mountain and Mine roads. Others might
b~ established near Pi~

Lake.

nlk, etc.

Kingsmere Lake, above Heyworth, Lusk.

A system ..
of several well selec.ted outlooks, in a scenery of the
gharacter of Gatineau Park, is uadoub t ed.Ly the first element of enjoy::l!:Hlt

to gff}!xto tilepublic,

86

it has not only the advantage of making

the~ discover the magnitude of the region and 'ts various acpects, but
it is particularly beneficial, phySically and morally, to urban populations, to "breathe" and admire vast horizons, in an impressive
con~trast with tha discouraging and narrow vision of the city street.
The next element is picnic. ~e

meal in the open air,

90

different from the quick lunch taken in a basement. Camping follows
with all its joys. Similar to camping, is, especially in spring and
autumn, the use of comfortable lodges or log-cabins, including, in a
few exceptional cases, small hotels equippsd with a complete comfort.
The number of sports or games possible in Gatineau Park offers
many opportunities:

boating, swimming, fishing, 'Md! _,
~

riding

'/

'.1!

...,.AW4

..:.-"":".

,

and perhaps, the best of all 1'" £Q~ilng9'" while "sk,jingis already

H:Kif\1
•••

/

•

Ill"

- ~succeasfully developed in certain points in the region of Rings'
Mountain and Camp Foriitme. But such a variety in the unlimited
possibilities offered by Gatineau Park~ must not lead to an excessive
and disorderly planning~ The distribution of the differBBt

places

of enjoyment must be qsrefully and methodically deaignedq

The

great size of the.Park permits to scatter and isolate the various
activities i~ order to completely avoid the appearance of contestion and moise. in spite of ample accomodatione for large crowds.
Another defect to avoid is monotoqy by adapting the scope,
design and treatment of each place to its natiuzaL satting. It will
not only add to the attraction of the various places, but also
facilitate the necessary and natural classification of different
users, differences of age as well as of social o.ohditions~
You may see

an inte-

resting task~~your
Along a distance of approximately 32 miles from Aylmer
roaa to the extreme northerly

end of the Park, beyond Wolf Lake.

the character of the Perk gradually changes in scale, wilderness and
cons9Q,Uantly in opportunity of use. The relative distance from the
City, the time of reach, will also- add to the

dif'ference of treat-

:nentand of use. For instance) Fairy Lake Park, at the extreme
southerly end, may be reaohed by walk, while Wolf Lake needs one hou~
ride by car. Therefore ~ the treatment of Fairy Lake Park will be
more that of ~ city park with a f~ drives and pedestrian paths,
and f'avouz-ab'Le
places for lawns;games

J -

lI.8di:og
pools) playgrounds

and sand boxes for children.
Further up, around the elevation 570, the M§WOri§l Terraoe
will call for a monumental but vary sober desigl;l,in keeping with
the scope of the ~emorial.
Pinks Lake offers opportunities for picnic places and also,
due to the easy :!.'aach
from the city, natural conditions for the
creation of'a Wide am~hitheatr~, directly connected to Mine Road,
forming an ppen air auditorium with a capacity of easily 30.000 •
This location would have the advantage of being very close to the
Memorial Terraoe,

... / ...
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and consequently, to lend itself to national or international functions. Further north, the g~oup already developped of Old Chelsea
and Kingamere, is one of the most interesting problem., aa those
2 points have a cultural bearing on the life of the Park.
Old Chelsea has kept the charm of an origimal settlement
and may be developped at very small cost as slt,'- example of the
Canada pioneer life. Very little has to be done to.enhance
old village, with its small cemetery, and to add a few

the

typical

buildings, either moved and rebuilt or carefully reproduved in view
of carrying out the proposal submitted in the Sub Committee report.
This question has been thouroug".ly discussed by architects
and.historians, and I personally approve the idea, provide~that the
design of such pioneer village be modestly limited to the original
settlements which belongs to the natural setting and climate of this
part of Canada.(Ottawa Valley)
Otherwise, a sort of comprehensive exhibition of buildings~
handicrafts of the whole of Canada would have an artificial appearance,
in conflict with the environment. In br1ef, the best solution would
be .to cogmlete, with no elaborate additions, the existing Old Chelsea.
Next to this development, in a remarkably pic~uresque part of the
woods, and dominati~

a charming water fall, there is the ideal place

for the Headquarters of the Park 4dministration, an excellent suggest.ion of the Sub Committee report. Less than 2 miles away, in a
westerly direction, is the village of

Kingsmere. with the Mackenzie

King estate, now an historical shrine of Canada. I do not see why
this part of the park could not be treated exceptionally as aD-Pther
cultural feature, by keeping some of the private buildings) and
adding some new one, under the full control of the F.D.C., even
a few shops, a chapel

and a small assembly halll

a village school,

tha whole treated as an example of modern village architecture,
thus offering an interesting comparison with the .Qli Chalsea group.
All this may be a longrange programm, not essential foJ;'
the present, but appropriate measures ought to be taken to save the
necessary space for carrying out the idea in an

opportune time.

Kings Mountain and Camp' Foruune are wortH developing,

... /

...
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as they ,;already show the possibilities for winter sports and skiing.
Se~e ,remark should be made for the 3 well known lakes, Meach,
Harrington and Philipp, with the hope that, by proper surveys and explotations, tijeir development should not be limited to the shores, but
on the surrounding hills, as above suggested~ in complete agreement
with your Sub Committee. But, there are man~ other lakes, known by
few : Taylor Lake, Wads,,;orthLake, Twin LakeS, Clear Lake I Bamsay Lai:e
at the south of the 3 large Lakes, and also Brown and Oameron Lakes at
the North. These "lakes constitute as many resel!'vej
as necessary, for
accomodating growing needs. I even bhdnks that in the future, the Commission will authorize) near those restful and intimate lakes, as well
as on well selected elevations in the woodlands, the construction of
lodges with a few' cabins, for the use of weekenders or vacationists. As
a ru~~, cabins are most objectionable, because they are'generally
built on monotonous lines along the roads, and treated in the most tasteless manner, in spite of bei~

overdone. But we know, on the shore

of Saint Pierre de Wakefield Lake, or in the Montreal region, near Lac
Mont Tremblant~ excellent examples of what we have in mbnd.
I shall conclude by the region of Lac Lapeche. Now reachable
by Wakefield and theM:asham Valley, it seems that it couibdbe
~U:ltimatelylinked with the development of Gatineau Park from Lac Philipp~ through Taylor and Ramsay Lakes, and also through the provincial
road No 8 from Eardley or Beechgrove, or from Quyon.
The pot enti.aI advantages of Lac Lapeche are its size, the
variety of its shore line and its bathing sand beaches. Fortuhately,
it is only partially developped, owing to the difficult access,' a ne.
we think that its entire area should be protected, as it might, ih the
"near future, become invaded by week-end shacks and lost for ever. This
menace \~JJr.aa:di-y.erists
on the southern shore of the Ottawa River, particularly near Brittania and, Constanoe Bay, where the lack of appropriate control shows a mixture of fairly good summer cottages with
••

4

/

•••

- ~-
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undesirable shelters, where also the fire hazard has been overlooked.
The region of Lac Lapeche and of

its smaller nemghbour,

Wolf Lake, seems to offer the natural extension and future overflow
of Gatineau Park.
It is interesting to compare from the plan or from an aerial
view, the growing scale of Gatineau Park, completely in accord with
the relative distB~es

of its main features from the Capital~

The various suggestions indicated by symbols on the plan
herewith submitted, are only yentative, as welL:8lf the preliminary
layout

of roads and bridle paths or trails. They are intended only

for justifying the possibilities of the Park, but the final selection
and situation and every item, must be the result of a careful inspeation and detailed topographical surveys of each part of the Park.
List of the various nroposals as indicated on the Dlan
outlooks

10

picnic grounds

17

eamping

"

14

parking

tI

30

boating

7

fishing

I3

swimmfung

7

rest'aurall'bs,
tea-houses,
and small hotels

9

lodges and cabin gToupe

5

The roads and walk system is comprised of existing, of
imppoved roads and trails, and of new proposals. Their execution may
be scheduled according to the various gradual developments in every
particular part, no matter when they would be ~ndertaken. The essential is to follow the masber plan of the whole, and the programme of
execution, carefully established in harmony with the respective
oharacter, use and capacity of the different creations.
Next chapter will treat

of g"meral principles

observed in the design and the architectural
faatures of the Park

to be';

treatment of the various

.... /

...
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D.-

General design and archi tectura I features

The character of the Park, 8a already defined, calls for a
treatment of extreme simplicity, not only in the general layout, but
also in every detail of the architeotural features necessary to the
operation of the Park.
We have already stated the reasons for avoiding any elaborate
design. For the sake of keeping the natural beautYJ the wild appearance of that part of the Laurentian Hills, the landsoape designer and
the arv1:}itectshould fefrain of any attempt of artificial decoration.
Every structure, whatever it be, bridge, fence, sign, tea-house,. hotel,
cabin, refreshment stand atc., should be harmonized to its natural
environment by its simple linas, its blended colours, by the choic& of
its building materials, taken directly from the ground. Fortunately,
Gatineau Park contaDnsmany

quarries of eMcellent building stone and

ample supply of timber. The association of those local materials is
the guarantee of obtaining tasteful productions.
I would not suggest any artificial reproduction of old French
.barns or houses, Such reminiscences ahcudd be limited to "91e particular
purpose ofrecalli:og pioneer life in a

selected place like Old Chelsea.

But all the other structures should be, above all" designed on functi anal lines, exactly corresponding to ~heir Use. If executed in simple'
local mat sri a Ls , they should automatically add to the attraction
of the surrounding scenery, instead of making a blot which would depreciate the charm of the place. This is the main cbnd i.t i ou that ought
to be imposed in the study of the architectural treatment of every
element of the Park:

no particular style, but a strict observation of

the utilitarian progTa~

of the human scale and of the tactful exe-

cution, as close as possible to the natural lines and colours imposed
by the environment.
Such condition ought to be agreeable to the builders in charge of those constructions, as their cost will be most economical, in
comparison with elaborate and t~steless creations.
Examples could be taken from the treatment of the famous Blue
Ridge Park in

Virginia where all details have been carried outac-

cording to these principles.

However, the imposing and wide scenery

... / ...

ef the Blue Ridge Park could have permitted more monumental conceptions, but this would have been detrimental to the enjoyment of this
wild oountry in its natural setting. And this is un.,.-doubtedly
mmre
t~ue in Gatinsau Park.
We have purposely omitted to speak of farms' when we considered
the posliibility of keepiiil€;
some private properties within the Li eri ts
of the Park. This is precisely because the few farms which may exist
within those limits are a part of the natural beauty and they

add to

the life and the resting attraction of this piece of natura kept untouched at the doore:t;epof the Capital City~ They are a:::partof the
existing arohi tecture

of

the Park and should be preserved and properly

kept up.

E.- Service Charges.
The question of eventual charges at the benefit of the

F.D.C. in the operations of the various parts of the Park seems to be
that such charges

should be limited to a logical compensation, and

provid8d that they be not intended to a commercial or speculative
purpose.
For instance, the keeping of parking spaces in good condition, including the snow removal , is a pure service rendered to the
public and it is natural that some kind of compensation b~ paid for it.
Other items such as tea-houses, lodges and cabins and even
picnic grounds

IDffY

be the object Df a good up-keep, maintainanoe and

operation. The public would appreciate such services; otherwise, ilf
all facilities are entirely free of charges , they are a burden to the
Commission, or they risk to rapidly deteriorate.
There are many examples of this kind of renumeration for
various services i~ many public parks throughout the world. In Paris,
the Eois de Eoulogne and de Vincennes, near New York, the famous
JohnslBeach Park, and in many other ciYies. The administration operates them either directly or through selected agents, and maintains
good public service, most beneficial to millions of people.
a ••

/

•••
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I beg to state however,

that this is just

nion, as 1 do not feel fully qualified
impression
devoted

is that, as a tremendous

to the structural

which no return

ration and maitainaneeof
,itself, fully

justify"a

amount

eonstruction

or compensation

to discuss

reasonable

the actual cost of those, valuable

pers8hal

opi-

such matter. but my

of expenditure

and development

can be expected,

the various

8

must be

of the Park, for

at least,

the ope-

amenities,· added to t he Park

compensation

intended

services.

Respectfully

submitted,

Consultant
September

25th,

1952

to balance
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